Finance Instruction No. (10) June 9, 2014

To / All KRG Ministries and unlinked Departments to the Ministry

Subject / Danger Allocation

In reference to the article (13) in law of the State employees' salary of Iraqi Federal Government number (22) of (2008) and the KRG Ministry of Finance and Economy instructions number (19) of 2010 and (10) of (2011), follow the clarification below:

First/ Danger allocation in the second clause of the KRG Ministry of Finance and Economy instruction number (10) of (2011) will be paid on the proviso that:

1- The employee should have been employed based on bachelor degree in law.
2- The employee should have been employed under the title of 'Legal Assistant' and legal sequence ranks (Legal, Legal Assistant Consultant, Legal Consultant, Senior Legal Consultant and Assistant Legal Consultant which is in the second rank of the salary table)
3- The employee should work in the legislative departments.
4- The employee should practically work in field of law.

Second/ Those employees who will be employed based on degrees from institutes and high schools and then get bachelor degree in law, to get that allocation they should meet the conditions number 2, 3 and 4 which are mentioned above.

Third/ In accordance with the KRG Ministry of Finance and Economy instruction number (19) of (2010), the third clause in our instruction number (10) of (2011) should be canceled.

To be followed and complied with from 1st May 2014.

Rasheed Tahir Hassan

Deputy Minister of Finance and Economy